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sap fico collection training is for the following: entrepreneurs or business owners who need to audit financial data from an sap financial accounting system. finance and controlling domain experts and consultants who need to master the sap financial accounting from an enterprise-wide perspective. all the
lectures are presented in the best-viewing experience. moreover, the labview interface offers real-time analysis of the outcome as it is calculated in the course of the practical example. you also have the flexibility to take training as per your convenient time. lectures and discussion groups are provided to
ensure that there is some interaction and engagement for the trainees. if you are stuck with any topic, you can ask any instructor by submitting the question in the discussion group and it will be answered immediately. our sap fico collection online training supports you in maximizing your potential for your
career by taking to gain valuable knowledge about how to analyze financial data in an organization. it has been designed to cover each and every aspect of the sap fico collection and will teach you to audit and understand the accounts and data in an sap financial accounting system. if you want to know and
understand how to work with the sap fico module then you should definitely start the sap fico training. sap fico covers almost all the accounting concepts which are necessary for your work in any company. you need to understand this module well and then learn its use in your daily activities.
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just one query, when i see the sap fico,that contains three types (financial accounting, cost accounting, business planning). then should i start my training with financial accounting or cost accounting? hi, i am currently a sap consultant. i need some help in my current assignment. i have three sap modules in
my assignment list, financial accounting, cost accounting and business planning. can you please suggest which module should be dealt first. would it be financial accounting or cost accounting. hi i am a highly motivated individual and want to go for sap fi. i would want to know whether 1) ibm iseries or 2) z/os

as my career path in the future as there are many advantages in working with any of these two systems. can anybody help. hi i m a highly motivated individual and want to go for sap fi. i would want to know whether 1) ibm iseries or 2) z/os as my career path in the future as there are many advantages in
working with any of these two systems. can anybody help. i am an employee in one of organization in india. where i belong to, they have many sap fico professionals. however, i am not able to understand whether to pursue my career by learning sap fico or i should go for any other area. what do you advise. hi

i am a fresher in sap fi.i need some good companies to work.i need hard working people to work with.i will work with them as per my experience.why i like this module? as its the basic of every modules in sap.when i know it,i will start my career.can anybody helppe my skills to become the best in this world.
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